Intracortical connections and their physiological correlates in the primary auditory cortex (AI) of the cat.
We studied the functional and anatomical properties of the intrinsic connections in the primary auditory cortex (AI) of the cat by using physiological mapping and retrograde tracing methods. Our results revealed that a focal microinjection of tracer labeled as many as five intracortical patches in AI. The patches contained labeled pyramidal and non-pyramidal cell types, most of which were clustered in the middle layers. A densely distributed anterograde-like reaction product was present in the superficial layers above the labeled cells. The distribution of the patches was anisotropic, with most patches occurring dorsal, ventral, and anterior to the injection site. We examined the correlation between the characteristic frequency (CF) and binaural response properties of the injected and labeled regions. We found local labeling in regions possessing CFs equivalent to or slightly greater than that of the injected area. This appears to be a specific connection since we were able to predict the general location of many of the patches on the basis of the organization of the isofrequency domains. Patches were more numerous dorsoposterior to the injection site when the isofrequency contours ran obliquely (i.e., dorsoposterior to ventroanterior) across AI. The binaural response properties of the injected and labelled regions, however, were unrelated.